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ABSTRACT
The decade of the ’80s offers business education the challenge of educating thousands
of young people in the use of computers for business-related careers and for personal com¬
puting. The fact that computers have affected the lives of nearly all of us is indisputable.
Careers related to computers are fast becoming an important educational consideration as
schools come to recognize their responsibility to prepare students to work in a computer¬
ized society.
The major purpose for conducting this study was to gather information from selected
business teachers and examine data processing curriculums in all secondary schools in Mon¬
tana that offer data processing in their math, business or other curriculums.
Questionnaires were mailed to 174 Montana public high schools. Of the total 174
public high schools surveyed, 38, or 21.84 percent, did not reply to either of the two mail¬
ings. The results should prove useful to high schools for implementation purposes.
The conclusions of the study were: (a) Implementing a data processing course into
Montana high school curriculums is growing in popularity as evidenced by 22.9 percent of
schools that are planning on starting a program within the near future, (b) Only 37.50 per¬
cent of the responding schools are currently offering a data processing course in the high
school curriculum, (c) Non-availability of funds was the major reason why data processing
is not being offered in Montana high school curriculums, (d) Of the 85 responding schools
that do not offer data processing in their high school curriculum, 21.18 percent felt that
they were not qualified to teach a course in data processing, (e) Of the 51 responding
schools that do not offer data processing in their high school curriculum, 23.53 percent of
the teachers received their training from summer courses and workshops, (f) Of the 51
responding schools that do offer data processing in their high school curriculum, 49.02 per¬
cent of the equipment was purchased with district funds.
The recommendations of the study were: (a) that all Montana public high schools
implement a data processing class into their curriculum; (b) that all Montana high school
students be required to take a course in data processing in either their Junior or Senior
year of high school; (c) that all Montana secondary school instructors be required to
become computer literate within the next 2-4 years; (d) that all Montana secondary
schools offer some type of in-service training for all teachers in order to familiarize the
teachers with the data processing and computer programming field (this could be put on
by the local vendors); (e) that all Montana secondary schools offer some type of open
house for all parents and members of the community in order to familiarize them with the
new technology and to show how crucial this technology is becoming for all educators and
students; (0 that with the rapid pace of development, a survey of this type be done every
two years in order to see what advancement Montana public high schools are making; (g)
that Montana public secondary schools consider offering advanced sections of data process¬
ing, including computer programming.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The decade of the 1980s offers business education the challenge of educating thou¬
sands of young people in the use of computers for business-related careers and for personal
computing. The fact that computers have affected the lives of nearly all of us is indisputa¬
ble. The advanced development of technology has created an increasing demand for com¬
petent data processing personnel. Consequently, individuals who are knowledgable about
computer capabilities are enjoying increased career opportunities and flexibility.
Lifelong education is a must for a person to gain, maintain, or advance in data pro¬
cessing careers. The technology of data processing changes constantly and at a rate that far
exceeds most other career areas. Educators must realize that the concept of “career related
to computers” is fast becoming an important educational consideration as schools come to
recognize their responsibility to prepare students to work in a computerized society.
According to the National Business Education Association, in the years ahead, success
in many walks of life will depend on effective information and communication which can
only be achieved through the use of computers (1976:150). Consequently, a by-product of
this extensive use of computers will be increased employment in the data processing and
computer-related fields.
Because of the growing pervasiveness of computers in business, as well as other aspects
of our daily lives, the National Business Education Association feels there are two areas ap¬
propriate for the development of data processing competencies at the high school level in
particular. Several reports have documented the general knowledge that all office employees
should have to be literate about data processing in the following two areas (1980:167).
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1. Basic computer literacy.
2. Specialized data processing skills for entry-level data processing jobs in the office
area.
Curless believes that if education is for the living, then educators are negligent if any
educable students leave secondary schools without some short experience in data process¬
ing. Regardless of the career choice of a student, it is essential he or she understands the
capabilities of information storage, retrieval, and transmission (1980:243).
In the past, a lack of knowledge of data processing procedures by experienced
teachers and the nonavailability of adequate instructional materials tended to discourage
teaching in this area. However, today’s summer seminars held at various universities, plus
broadened course offerings, have provided encouragement in eliminating this problem. The
secondary student will now have qualified people teaching them data processing (Douglass,
1973:336). Also, more instructional materials for use in this field are becoming available
and more business teacher-trainees are being given an opportunity to enroll in college data
processing courses as a part of their subject matter.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to gather information from selected business teachers
and examine data processing curriculums in all schools in Montana that offer data process¬
ing in their math, business or other curriculums. The writer’s study focused upon the fol¬
lowing points:
1. Working closely with the Park High School Office Education Advisory Committee
to determine the needs of the community.
2. Checking teachers’ preparation in data processing, related work experience in data
processing and their willingness to obtain additional education in this field.
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3. Surveying all high schools in Montana to determine if data processing is offered,
the types of programs which are available and which department offers data
processing.
Need for the Study
*

i

The purpose of this study was to examine the need for implementing data processing
into Montana high school curriculums in the 1980s.
Educational institutions at the post-secondary level must be aware of what is available
to help plan for tomorrow’s need. As educators we must ask ourselves the following ques¬
tion: Are we providing our students with the present skills and attitudes that are required
for entry-level jobs in the business area? If data processing is not included in our high
school curriculum, then the answer to the above question is no.
According to Richard Aukerman, Assistant Professor in the Department of Business
at Mississippi University, the use of electronic data processing equipment in business is con¬
tinuing to expand. This growth should be of concern to all who are engaged in the process
of educating students for entrance into (and success in) the business world. Business edu¬
cators should ask themselves, are they effectively preparing our students to meet the data
processing demands of business in an ever-changing atmosphere? Perhaps even more impor¬
tant, is it the responsibility of business educators to prepare students as data processing
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specialists? Mr. Aukerman feels that business educators should not be preparing specialized
producers of data processing information, other than in designated technical curriculums.
Rather, we should educate students in data processing information and should be preparing
wise consumers of computer output (1977:27).
Educational institutions at the secondary level have an obligation to provide not only
an introductory program of study, but also one that is relevant to the world that the stu¬
dent will enter upon graduation. It is therefore important that the computer—so widely
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used in the business world-be introduced into the high school curriculum (Strippoli,
1980:28).
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations were placed on this study:
1. Research materials utilized were limited to those found at Eastern Montana Col¬
lege Library and Roland R. Renne Library, Montana State University.
2. Although questionnaires were sent to all the public secondary high schools in
Montana, the data will be used only from those schools which offer data process¬
ing in their high school curriculum.
Definition of Terms
The following definition of terms from Introduction to Data Processing and Compu¬
ter Programming by Cashman and Shelley are presented to assist the reader:
Data
A collection of numbers, letters, words, etc., and to change it into useful information
data processing must take place.
Data Processing
The manipulation of data by some device; any operation or combination of operations
on data to achieve a desired result.
Hardware
The physical equipment or devices; computer.
Software
Programs written for computer systems.
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Computer
A device which can perform computations, including arithmetic and logic operations,
without intervention by a human being.
Data Storage and Retrieval
The process of recording and extracting data from auxiliary storage devices using a
computer.
Organization of the Study
This research project is organized into six chapters. Chapter I shows the statement of
the problem, the need for the study, the limitations of the study and the definition of
terms.
Chapter II presents a review of literature relating to this study. Chapter II is divided
into the following areas:
1. Why data processing should be offered in high school curriculums.
2. Guidelines for planning a curriculum in high school data processing; type of pro¬
grams and course content.
3. Research findings regarding computer hardware and software applicable to high
school curriculums.
4. Teacher certification and qualifications.
5. Summary.
Chapter III is a review of the procedures used in completing this project. This chapter
covers the sources of data, design of the instrument, administration of the survey instru¬
ment, and compilation and analysis of the data.
Chapter IV contains the results of the study. Findings of the questionnaire are pre¬
sented and analyzed.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter was to review appropriate literature published in the area
of implementing data processing into high school curriculums. This chapter includes a
review of literature in the following areas:
1. Why data processing should be offered in high school curriculums.
2. Guidelines for planning a curriculum in high school data processing; type of pro¬
grams and course content.
3. Research findings regarding computer hardware and software applicable to high
school curriculums.
4. Teacher certification and qualifications.
5. Summary
Why Should Data Processing Be Offered in High School Curriculums
The 1980s promise to be innovative and exciting for data processing. By all reports,
data processing technology is about to make another giant leap. According to Bauman, this
field has progressed at a phenomenal rate so far, and it is difficult to predict how far it will
go in the near future (1980:24).
The impact of data processing upon today’s society is of such magnitude that not a
single day passes in which people are not directly affected or influenced, from the simplest
transaction at home or store to the most highly technical field in business.
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As we know, data processing in business and industry is an ever changing field because
of the new technology and improvements constantly being made. This new challenge makes
data processing even more exciting than many of the other fields such as typing, short¬
hand, accounting, generally found in the business and office environment. However, these
fields are more comfortable for educators by and large, because the courses have not
changed dramatically over the past several years and, therefore, we as educators did not
have to change either. Since data processing is relatively new, the current technology is
about to pass some business educators by. There is a need to reach out and grasp the data
processing curriculum before some other department takes hold and reaps all of the bene¬
fits. “Actually, the greatest fear of data processing in the classroom may be the thought of
‘data processing in the classroom’ ” (Bunch, 1977:26).
Curriculum
Since the computer is a widely accepted part of our lives through daily business and
personal computing, Dr. Mundrake felt that data processing should be a part of the high
school curriculum for those who desire to explore the field as well as those who are seri¬
ously considering a career in data processing (1981:197).
The question of whether to offer business data processing education at the high school
level has been debated for a number of years. According to Marvin Barth:
It is my belief that this training should be offered; however, a number of prob¬
lems that must be resolved if the program is to be successful... a quality data
processing program involves more than merely adding one more course and
assigning it to an instructor who has little or no knowledge of the subject. Key
elements include a relevant curriculum, the active support and involvement of
business, interested students, and qualified faculty (1978:30).
The data processing curriculum should provide students with a thorough knowledge
and understanding of hardware and software concepts and terminology that is found in
most high school textbooks on data processing. In addition, students should understand
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how data processing is used throughout business and industry. The data processing pro¬
gram should be integrated with a strong effort made to provide a breadth of knowledge in
related subjects such as accounting, office practice, math, typing, etc., as well as specialized
knowledge of data processing and programming. The program should provide learning
experiences that utilize practical experiences, with hands on experience and cooperating
programs should be developed to give the students an opportunity to work with computers
in an office environment in a business setting (Barth, 1978:30).
One of the biggest challenges faced by any group of curriculum developers, whether
they are planning guidelines for a single school or for a state, is to assure that the goals
selected are appropriate to the particular locations, and at the same time satisfy the needs
of students and potential employers. According to Judith J. Lambrecht, there are three
basic assumptions about the high school data processing program. They are:
1. The primary purpose is not vocational preparation for jobs above the data-entry
area. A student who completes the entire data processing sequence in high school
might under unusual circumstances become a trainee in a programming position,
but such positions typically require postsecondary preparation. Students who
complete high school data processing, however, would know whether they wanted
to pursue further preparation.
2. High school data processing programs should introduce students to the use of
computers in business. One of the strongest and most recurring themes of discus¬
sion with the Minnesota advisory committee was the need for students to learn
how business operates in general and how the computer facilitates this operation.
3. Data processing instruction should be integrated with the accounting content.
Using these three basic assumptions, Lambrecht established guidelines for the major
topic areas to be included in the first semester of the introductory course. This course is
considered appropriate for any high school student. It is anticipated that this first course
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would be expanded to include two more semesters. The second semester would involve
-i

more instruction in business programming applications for students having interest in and
showing aptitude in this area. A final semester course would follow for students from
several business areas. It is planned as a small-scale simulated business involving students
{

having basic clerical skills, basic programming skills, data-preparation skills, and accounting
backgrounds. If such a sequence becomes a reality, it has the potential not only of providing
a comprehensive introduction to business data processing, but also of involving students
from all business areas in school application of their skills in a computer-supported business
areas in school application of their skills in a computer-supported business operation (1977:
29). For example, the computer can be integrated into other business courses with simula¬
tions in accounting, basic business, and advanced typewriting. These courses help establish
the computer as a tool for business and not as an entity completely separate from business.
Personnel in other departments may want data processing along with other computer
applications taught in their department. This is fine, however, data processing fits well in
the business education department. All skills needed to become an efficient data processor
are found in the basic business instructional programs: typewriting or keyboarding, filing,
business management, and accounting. Therefore, even though other departments such as
the math department may want data processing courses, it is more crucial that we as busi¬
ness educators prepare our students for jobs after graduation. We as business teachers need
to prepare our students for the real business world and if data processing is not offered, we
are not doing our students justice; because of population, technology growth and the size
of businesses we have to prepare our students for future needs and their future needs
include data processing.
Several leading experts had different ideas on what should be offered in a high school
data processing curriculum. According to the Division of Vocational Education, Connecti¬
cut State Department of Education:
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Training should be designed to develop a broad understanding of the role of data
processing in society; how data processing affects our lives; career paths available
by seeking additional technical training beyond high school; teach skills.that en¬
able students to obtain entry-level positions upon completion of high school;
an introduction to programming and systems analysis and design must be con¬
sidered as exploratory and not vocational (programming not a career objective
of high school)-any appropriate language might be taught (1980:18).
Mildred Fitzgerald Johnson, Chairman of the Department of Business Education at Cheyney State College, Cheyney, Pennsylvania, felt that the average citizen is

.. culturally

disadvantaged” by the lack of knowledge of “how computers work and how pervasive
their influence actually is....” Courses should be provided which, at a minimum, include
instruction in understanding the way computers work, what they can and cannot do, a
sampling of the ways computers are used in society, and the impact of these uses on the
individual (1980:19).
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics felt that Secondary school stu¬
dents should have first-hand experience with both the capabilities and limitations of
computers. The Association of Computing Machinery felt that secondary school students
should be taught historical perspective of development computer anatomy, uses of the
computer, simulation, data processing, communications uses, social implications of the
computer, futuristics, and an introductory level skill in algorithm design and programming-if a computer is available (1980:18-20).
According to Mildred Fitzgerald Johnson, to achieve the desired computer literacy,
the basic content for a course should include the following topical areas (1980:18-20):
1. Technology advances-that have made possible data processing as we know it
today—historical perspective, stages of mechanism.
2. Nontechnical computer vocabulary-to help make communication easier with
others in our increasingly computer-oriented society.
3. Computer anatomy—what it is, what it is not, configuration of equipment.,-'
4. Computer capabilities and limitation-nontechnical and low-technical aspects of
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the capabilities and limitations of computers system capabilities, what it can do
or cannot do; input-output capacity, speed of Central Processing Unit (CPU).
5. Uses of computers—recent technology and projection as to what is to come in
computing, i.e., telecommunications, simulation of traffic pattern, Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI), information storage, control satellites, daily direc¬
tory update, sort subscription lists.
6. Business and scientific application—be able to read an article in the newspaper or
listen to a news report concerning business or scientific application of computers
and know, in general, what is being discussed.
7. Scientific method of problem solving-introduction skills that enable one to con¬
ceptualize problems algorithmically; use of specific rules or procedures designed
to solve problems scientifically.
8. Computer programming-represent problem in syntax of a language, program¬
ming if computer is available.
9. Problem-solving tool-use computer as a tool to solve problems in subject matter
of choice, could be accounting, mathematics, English.
10. Social implications-with organizational change, privacy, career paths available
with additional technical training, entry-level jobs available upon completion of
high school.
11. Futuristics-innovation, new technology, trends in artificial intelligence, and
robotics.
These content areas represent specific skills, knowledges, and attitudes that should be
possessed by a computer literate person according to computer professionals and edu¬
cators.
Assuming that general education must provide general computer literacy for the
entire population, specific attention should focus on the needs of the primary users of
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computer technology. Dale Kitch, Assistant Professor of Data Processing at Brunswick
Junior College, Brunswick, Georgia, conducted a survey. The results showed that business
applications utilize 95% of computer time, and nearly half of the entire U.S. labor force
hold information related jobs. All business and office occupations do not at present
require specific training in computers. However, lower equipment costs and greater availa¬
bility promise greater utilization in the near future. Large classes of workers must learn
higher level, more complex skills if they are to remain competitive and keep job security
and avoid dead-end careers. Therefore, procedures must be developed to train all students
and particularly those in business occupations, in the analysis of business relationships.
Kitch added, specific training in computer data processing should be provided for those
students whose interest and aptitudes indicate ability to program and interact directly with
the computer. Business applications can and should be programmed by business-oriented
personnel; that is where most of our data processing students will be heading. Students of
data processing can accept entry-level positions in the data processing career path and then
continue their education for higher-level positions while on the job. Just like so many
business careers, entry level jobs in data processing may provide the finances for higher
education and career advancement (1980:22-23).
According to Dr. Mundrake, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, the computer field
is dynamic and a lifelong education is a must for a person to gain, maintain, or advance in
a data processing career. The technology of data processing changes constantly and at a
rate that far exceeds most other career areas. The outlook for positions in the area of
computers and business applications of computers is bright with an expected doubling of
workers by 1990 in the field of programming and systems analysis (1981:196-197).
According to the U.S. Labor Department, about 500,000 positions will be available for
programmers and system analysts alone by 1990. The applications of the computer-business
may be multiplied because of the opening of more positions in government, schools,
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businesses, services, trade and manufacturing. Workers must have up-to-date information
for decision-making about careers in this area (1981:196).
In 1980, Barth said:
The main purpose of the introductory data processing course at the high school
level is to provide a general overview of the data processing field. The majority
of students taking the first course will not become data processing employees
but will become users of the computer during their careers. The data processing
course, therefore, should cover the following topics that users of computers in
business need to know.
1. A general overview of data processing.
2. Basic computer terminology that is used by computer employees who work
with users in other departments.
3. The interaction of the data processing department with other departments in
an organization.
4. Applications of data processing throughout the organization.
5. Data processing issues affecting management such as data security and pri¬
vacy.
6. An introduction to computer programming in business.
According to Barth, the data processing course should also cover topics designed to
create an awareness and positive attitude toward data processing as a career. Data process¬
ing career paths should be covered as a part of the course. This is an appropriate time to
discuss the jobs that require a college education as well as those in which a high school
degree is adequate. Include salary data for various job classifications since this is an area of
interest to most students. The first data processing course should also include a discussion
of the demand for computer workers and salary conditions (1980: 7-8).
The demand for data processing professionals climbed 42.9 percent and salaries rose
25 percent during 1980-82. We know this demand will continue to rise as more and more
businesses are becoming computer oriented. Numerous other articles also report the de¬
mand-over-supply condition that exists throughout the computer area. This information
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can be used to motivate students with an interest in computers. Market demand and salary
information should also be shared with other school personnel to show that data process¬
ing is an important profession offering respectable salaries.
Most students enter the data processing course fearing a highly technical course on
computers that will be extremely difficult. Therefore, during the first class periods, the
teacher should plan activities that will change this attitude of fear to a more favorable
attitude. Barth felt that some of the activities might include:
1. Have students relate experiences they have had in business which involved the
computer.
2. Have students discuss their tentative career plans and tell why they are taking
data processing.
3. Lead a discussion on general computer topics including: Why is the computer
important in business? How are employees jobs affected by computers? How will
our lives be affected by computers? How will the businesses in the future be
affected by computers?
4. Have one or more guest speakers visit the data processing class and talk about
computer related topics.
5. Plan a field trip to a firm or a business which has a large computer center after
the students have studied hardware concepts so they will better understand the
equipment they are seeing (1980:8).
The question asked most frequently is how can business educators prepare their stu¬
dents for basic understanding of the computer. Richard Aukerman felt the following should
be included in a computer programming course for business students, regardless of the lan¬
guage being taught:
1. Define the problem. It is imperative to show that programmers must possess a
detailed understanding of the problem to be solved.

2. Plan the program. The available data for input and the method of presenting the
results should be determined once the problem has been defined.
3. Code the program. Blank forms are available for use in coding whatever program¬
ming language is being used.
4. Debug the program. Despite all the care taken in preparing the program, errors
will often occur. Locating and correcting these errors is known as debugging the
program.
These four aspects of computer programming should give the student an appreciation of
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the complexities of computer programming, the ability to actually write simple programs,
and an understanding of the type of information a programmer must have available in order
to solve a business problem. The important point to keep in mind when teaching an intro¬
ductory computer programming class to nontechnical business students is that they should
be able to understand computer programming; they should not be expected to perform as
full-fledged, efficient computer programmers.
Perhaps an acceptance of that statement and an adherence to its meaning will
better allow business educators to prepare students to understand the inner
workings of business data processing in an ever-changing atmosphere (1977:27).
Hardware and Software

Each day brings new discoveries in computer technology and new advances in com¬
puter capabilities. In no area have the changes been more apparent than in the micro-com¬
puter market-the newcomer to the computer scene. Microcomputers have made “com¬
puter power” available at affordable prices in private homes, small businesses, and public
school systems. Joyce Forrest feels an evolution in computers has begun, an evolution
which may affect everyone in some way. No longer can a secretarial student, bookkeeping
student, or recordkeeping student expect to remain isolated from computers—for com-
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puters, especially micro units, have been incorporated in numerous personal and business
products which make up our everyday environment (1980:206).
Microcomputers are just beginning to enter the educational domain. This area seems a
normal extension of the personal system since many students have already mastered the
computer’s features from their home systems. The microcomputer is the area which many
people believe has the greatest potential for high school business students. Such a system
consists of the microprocessor chip (CPU), several memory chips, disk storage drives and
a printer. Since the user does not require printed (or hard copy) output during the pro¬
gram development and test phases when creating programs, one printer may be utilized by
several independent microprocessors, thus cutting the overall cost when buying several sys¬
tems. The amount of memory may range from a bare minimum of 16K (thousand) bytes
of random access memory up to the more flexible 32K-, 48K-, and 64K-byte machines
(Muscat, 1980:10).
Business teachers are discovering that the microcomputer is as useful and as friendly
an instructional device as the overhead projector, slide-tape projector, or chalkboard. Con¬
trary to earlier fears, the overall effect of the microcomputer is to personalize, rather than
depersonalize, instruction. Student interest typically runs high, thereby encouraging the
enrollment and retention of students in business courses. Once the data processing curricu¬
lum is integrated into the business department, enrollments will soar.
Microcomputers currently in use in education consists of three main elements and can
be described as “intelligent desks.” A typical microcomputer (micro meaning “small”)
system consists of:
1. A Central Processing Unit—a small unit that contains the problem solving circuitry.
It can be a separate “box” if built into the input/output terminal,
2. An Input/Output Terminal—this is usually a typewriter-like device that produces
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a hard copy (printed page) of varying print quality. Or it may display information
on a TV-type screen.
3. Some Form of Storage-the files of computer instructions or courseware, are
stored in electronic form. These can be tape cassettes or circular diskettes.
In general, the systems are terminal oriented; that is, the students will use a typewriter-like device to interact with the computer system. A wide range of computer hard%

ware is available across the country. Major increases in capability and drastic reductions in
cost make a microcomputer a feasible instructional expenditure provided it serves a sub¬
stantial number of business education students (Muscat, 1980:10).
Microcomputers, products widely adapted in the last three years, probably will have
a greater impact on the office and the small business than any other development. They are
putting tremendous computing power within the reach of any budget. Systems with CRT’s
are available for less than $1000, and small systems complete with diskette storage and
hard copy printers can be obtained for $3000 and up. Packaged software of typical busi¬
ness applications-payroll, inventory, accounts payable and receivable, etc.—are available
for a nominal cost. Without too much training the user can also develop his or her own
programs. A wide variety of input/output, and storage devices are available for the micro¬
computer. Most computers come with a CRT/keyboard as standard equipment. Magnetic
tape cassette units, floppy disks, printing terminals, and line printers may also be inter¬
faced with many of these. Some of these systems can be tied into a larger system and
in effect become an intelligent terminal themselves (Drum, 1980:52-53).
Robert Tesch, Sr., University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, did a study on the dif¬
ferent microcomputers available. The microcomputer has only been available since 1975
in the form of a computer kit. Only in the last two or three years have computers been
available in ready to use form. The following is Robert Tesch’s findings: The Radio Shack
TRS-80 has sold over 100,000 units. The Commodore Pet 2001 has sold about 30,000
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units while the Apple II has marketed about 15,000 units. Atari 5000 and Texas Instru¬
ments 99/4 have just entered the microcomputer market (Tesch, 1980:298-299).
In the following paragraphs the writer discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
the microcomputers Mr. Tesch studies.
Apple II
The Apple II computer has distinct advantages over the other microcomputer systems
The most apparent is its ability to produce color graphics of high quality. The basic unit
comes with 16K (K=1024 characters of storage) of memory and sells for approximately
$1200. The Apple II does not come with a monitor or cassette tape record; however, the
Apple has a large variety of hardware which can be added on, including voice input and
output, printers, disks and various other extras. This computer can do some very impres¬
sive color graphics, music and interactive games. The Apple II has some of the highest
quality software available for educational use.
TRS-80 Radio Shack
The TRS-80 is possibly the best microcomputer buy on the market right now. The
TRS-80 comes complete with monitor, cassette recorder, and programming manuals.
Printers and disk drives are available for the TRS-80. Graphics on the system are not as
good as some of the other microcomputers, but they will serve most general purposes. The
TRS-80 seems to be oriented toward more practical computing and less toward games. For
less than $600 for the basic computer system, it is at present hard to beat.
Commodore Pet
The Pet computer was the first microcomputer to be sold to the general public. It
comes with a cassette recorder and a monitor built into the unit’s case. Graphics on the
Pet are very easily set up since the graphic characters are part of the keyboard input. The
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keyboard makes touch typing difficult and the monitor which is housed in the case, tends
to be to small. The Pet seems to make an excellent computer for individual student work
and individualized instruction.
Software

There are two main classifications of software. The first major classification is user
programs. The other category is programs that facilitate and extend the computer’s capa¬
bilities which are usually manufacturer supplied.
Instructional sequences for computers are often referred to as courseware packages.
A courseware package is a stored program that can be used without computer program¬
ming knowledge. Students merely respond to computer-generated prompts (questions the
computer asks), and all work with the computer is done in natural language (usually
English). However, there are many software packages that can be purchased that do not
require knowledge of a computer language, some examples are Word Star (Tesch, 1980:
298-299).
The software currently on the market is largely the result of hundreds of different
people, all writing independently of each other, for different microcomputers. The level
of their programming skill varies as do their standards for their programs. According to
Billings, only when teachers can tell equipment manufacturers what they want the com¬
puter to do and when schools can afford to pay for it, will schools have the appropriate
hardware. If and when teachers can show software houses and publishers that they will
support their educational programs, then schools will get the desired instructional soft¬
ware. As long as small businesses are purchasing more microcomputers than schools, the
hardware manufacturers and software developers will direct their efforts in that direction
(1980:102).
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Teacher Certification and Qualifications
The most recent information found by the writer from Business Education Forum
indicates that as of October, 1979, there were only 10 states which offered teacher certi¬
fication in data processing at the secondary level: Kansas, Maryland, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia.
Teachers of secondary data processing programs have two sources available to them
for certification. One source is through an approved academic program of study, and the
other is some type or related work experience. Each source of certification is designed to
assure one’s possession of data processing knowledges, skills, and attitude.
The most prevailing certification requirement is the successful completion of data
processing courses or the equivalent through in-service study. Most states require a mini¬
mum of six semester hours of data processing. Depending upon the number of hours re¬
quired, the scope of instruction will include basic computer concepts plus computer logic,
programming, and systems analysis.
The second most frequently used source of data processing certification is appropri¬
ate work experience. Each state specifically requires work experience to be compatible
with the instructional program to betaught-in some states up to three years (6,000 hours)
of satisfactory experience (Boyd, 1979:32-33).
Certification Guidelines With Academic Preparation
Boyd proposes the following certification guidelines:
1. Eligibility for teacher certification in business education
2. Six semester hours in accounting
3. Twelve semester hours of data processing credit (three semester hours in a specific
language as well as three semester hours in systems analysis)
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4. One year (2,000 hours) within the past three years of technical data processing
work experience.
Certification Guidelines with Work Experience
1. Two years (4,000 hours) or technical data processing work experience
2. Six semester hours in accounting
3. Twelve semester hours of “professional education” courses at an accredited
teacher education institution including:
a) Principles and practices of business education
b) Methods of teaching business subjects
c) Psychological foundations of education
d) Measurement and evaluation
e) Curriculum development
0 Vocational guidance
There is ample justification for offering data processing courses at the secondary
school level. Students should be provided the opportunity to meet the challenges created
by computers, and it is also important that a curriculum be provided to develop vocational
competencies for students who are interested in data processing careers. Teachers of data
processing must have adequate academic training and appropriate work experience to meet
these needs (1979:32-33).
The data processing program cannot be totally successful unless it employs qualified
faculty. Traditionally, teachers from other areas were assigned to teach data processing and,
in most cases, a teacher with little or no competence or interest in the subject was “selec¬
ted” to teach such a course because of low seniority in the school system. Since data pro¬
cessing is a technical field, it is not unreasonable to expect teachers to have practical exper¬
ience as well as formal training. Brooks stated that faculty without practical experience
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may obtain training during the summer or through consulting activities. Business teachers
who are not familiar with microcomputers can attend university-sponsored summer work¬
shops, seminars provided by computer manufacturers, or they may study programmed
material available from the computer manufacturers and publishing companies. Most
computer manufacturers provide instructional programs (seminars and/or programmed
material) to help teachers who use their equipment to become better acquainted with its.
operation (Brooks, 1978:22-24,30).
What is needed in addition to in-service training for teachers is computer literate
administrators and supervisors. Johnson feels it is vital that those of us “hooked” on com¬
puter use in the schools share our enthusiasm and whatever expertise we have with those
around us. We should never let the computer become the “thing in the math department”or some other department. Business teachers must find a way to help make our own school
faculty computer literate. We need to reach more teachers and find ways to help those who
want to get involved to do so. We cannot wait for manufacturers or publishers to tell us tell
us what to do; we must share and learn from each other (1980:22).
Business teachers need to become aware of the microcomputers capabilities and limi¬
tations and begin preparing students to enter a business world where microcomputers are
going to become a standard business machine, as important and common as the typewriter
or calculator. Teachers must think about how they can raise their own levels of computer
literacy and create interest, enthusiasm, and desire to develop and improve existing data
processing curriculums in our schools (Johnson, 1980:18).
As teachers know from their own teaching experience, there is presently a shortage of
qualified teachers to teach even the introductory courses in data processing or computer
skills. If this skills training is to be incorporated into all levels of education for all students,
massive inservice teacher training programs must be initiated. These teachers would, in
most cases, not become experts in the computer field, since their basic educational needs
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are for the awareness and for competent use. Kitch feels the main difficulty in finding and
keeping qualified teachers in education is the fact of lucrative job offers from industry and
in maintaining updated curriculums which reflect current business practices (1980:23).
To use computers successfully, teachers must know what they want the machine to
do in their classroom. They need information on the development of microcomputer use
in schools and on available educational software to make their own decisions about equip¬
ment and software. Teachers do not think they will be replaced by a computer, but expect
their role with students will change as they each learn to communicate with these machines
(Billings, 1980:100).
Summary
With the increased technology, data processing should definitely be implemented into
high school curriculums. As times are changing, high school curriculums need to be chang¬
ing also. Educators need to prepare students for tomorrow’s jobs.
The writer designed this paper to examine data processing curriculums in the public
high schools. The following topic areas were discussed:
1. Why data processing should be offered in high school curriculums.
2. Guidelines for planning a curriculum in high school data processing; type of
programs and course content.
3. Research findings regarding computer hardware and software applicable to high
school curriculums.
4. Teacher certification and qualifications.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine the need for implementing a data proces¬
sing curriculum into Montana public secondary high schools.
To clarify the procedures used in this study, it was necessary to examine the follow¬
ing areas:
1. Sources of Data
2. Construction of the Survey Instrument
3. Administration of the Survey Instrument
4. Compilation and Analysis of the Data
j •

•

.

*

•

Sources of Data
The sources of data for this study were obtained by questionnaires sent to each Busi¬
ness Chairman of all public high schools that have business and office education programs
in Montana. The survey population was restricted to the State of Montana.
Data for the review of related literature was obtained from the Montana State Univer¬
sity Library, Eastern Montana College Library, Park High School Business Department
Library and from the private libraries of Dr. Daniel Hertz and Dr. DeForrest Rail.
Conversations and correspondence with Ms. Marion Reed, Business and Office Educa¬
tion State Consultant for the Montana Office of Public Instruction, were held to help the
writer provide the OPI in Helena with a list of the public secondary schools in Montana
that offer data processing in their high school curriculums.
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Construction of the Survey Instrument
The review of the literature provided a basis for the construction of the questionnaire
and survey.
The survey instrument used for this study was a questionnaire (Appendix). The
questionnaire was developed by the writer in March 1981, with the assistance of Dr. Daniel
Hertz, Committee Chairman. The questionnaire was sent to all public high schools in
Montana.
The questionnaire was used to determine to what extent data processing has been
implemented into Montana high school curriculums. The areas covered in the questionnaire
included the following:
1. Qass enrollment
2. Department teaching data processing
3. Curriculum offerings
4. Equipment used
5. Instructor qualifications
Additional revisions were made until the advisor, Dr. Daniel Hertz and the writer
deemed this questionnaire ready for use.
Administration of the Survey Instrument
The questionnaire was mailed to 174 instructors of business and office education at
the public secondary education institutions in the State of Montana on March 25, 1981.
Enclosed with the questionnaire was a cover letter (Appendix) and a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
A follow-up was mailed on May 7,1981, to 43 schools.
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Compilation and Analysis of the Data
Once the survey had been completed, responses were compiled and analyzed. These
results were then set up in tables for clarity. A written description and an analysis of the
data supplements the tables.
Data were reported in the tables by listing the number of replies to each question, the
percent of the total responding to the question and the totals of each of these sections.
The results of the study were analyzed and conclusions and recommendations were
made based on this analysis.
Summary
This chapter described the procedure used by the researcher in conducting the survey.
The following areas were examined:
1. Sources of Data
2. Construction of the Survey Instrument
3. Administration of the Survey Instrument
4. Compilation and Analysis of the Data
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter presents a tabulation and analysis of the data obtained from a survey of
Montana public high schools. The study concentrated on the area of implementing data
processing into high school curriculums. The questionnaire also sought to determine to
what extent data processing has been implemented into Montana high school curriculums.
The following pages include the questions used and the results of the survey. Each
question is stated and the results are set up in tables with the number of responses and per¬
centages worked out according to the responses made on the questionnaire. Following
each tabulation is a brief comment indicating an interpretation of the table and important
points of interest. The questions are presented numerically in the order that they appeared
in the questionnaire.
Table 1. Summary of Respondents.
Explanation

No.

Percent

Schools responding
No reply
Totals

136
38
174

78.16
21.84
100.00

Comments:
Questionnaires were mailed to 174 Montana public high schools. Of the total 174
public high schools surveyed, 38, or 21.84 percent, did not reply to either of the two mail-
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ings. As indicated in Table 1, 136 or 78.16 percent, of the public high schools responded.
Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will deal with the results of the survey.
Question 1: Is data processing presently offered in your high school?
Table 2. Teaching Data Processing in Your High School.
Response
Yes
No
Totals

Number of Responses
51
85
136

Percent
37.50
62.50
100.00

Comments:
The results indicated that 51, or 37.50 percent, of the responding public high schools
offer data processing in their high school curriculum: data processing is not offered in 85,
or 62.50 percent of the high school curriculums.
Question 2: If your answer to Question No. 1 was no, why isn’t data processing presently
offered in your high school?
Table 3. Reasons For Not Offering Data Processing in Curriculum.
Response
Non-availability of funds
No qualified teachers to teach
data processing
Lack of administrative support
and interest
Lack of community interest and
support
Lack of student interest
Other
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

38

44.70

18

21.18

5

5.88

3
4
17
85

3.54
4.70
20.00
100.00

Comments:
The results showed that 38, or 44.70 percent, of the responses indicated that the rea¬
sons for data processing not being offered in the curriculum was because of the non-avail¬
ability of funds. Eighteen, or 21.18 percent, of the responses indicated that no qualified
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teachers were available to teach data processing in the school. Teh responses showed that
5, or 5.88 percent, indicated that the reasons for data processing not being offered in the
curriculum was because of lack of administrative support and interest. Three, or 3.54 per¬
cent of the responses, indicated that the lack of community interest and support was the
reason why data processing was not offered in the high school curriculum. Also, 4, or
4.70 percent, indicated a lack of student interest in offering a data processing curriculum.
Seventeen, or 20 percent, of the comments were as follows: applied for a grant but
was refused; lack of materials and equipment; too small a school; enrollment too low in
business classes; period and staff not available; idea has not been discussed; no idea why it
is not offered; small high school; and is the expense worth it?
Question 3: If you do not have a data processing program, are you planning to include
data processing in your course offerings in the near future?
Table 4. Offering Data Processing in Future Curriculums.
Response
Yes
No
Undecided
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

19
55
n_
85

22.35
64.70
12.95
100.00

Comments:
The results showed that of the 85 ‘No’ responses to Question No. 1, 55, or 64.70
percent have no plans to include data processing in their course offerings in the near future.
Nineteen or 22.35 percent, felt that they planned to include data processing in the curricu¬
lum in the fall of 1981 or 1982. Eleven of the respondents were undecided.
If the responses to Question No. 1 were no, they were to stop here and return the
questionnaire. The remainder of the results apply to the yes portion of Question 1.
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Question 4: Which department in your school teaches data processing?
Table 5. Department Which Teaches Data Processing.
Response

Number of Responses

Percent

20
26
_5
51

39.22
50.98
9.80
100.00

Business
Math
Other
Totals

Comments:
The results revealed that 20, or 39.22 percent, of the Business Departments were
teaching data processing. Twenty-six, or 50.98 percent, of the Math Departments were
teaching data processing. Five, or 9.80 percent, indicated that data processing was being
taught in the Science, History, and Computer Science Departments.
Question 5: How many students are currently enrolled in data processing?
Table 6. Enrollment in Data Processing.
Response
Business
Math
Other
Totals

Percent

Number of Responses

'

50.24
46.13
3.63
100.00

636
584
46
1266

Comments:
This is a table showing the total enrollment in data processing of the 51 yes responses.
In the Business Department there was 636, or 50.24 percent, of students enrolled in some
form of data processing. In the Math Department there was 584, or 46.13 percent, of stu¬
dents enrolled in some form of data processing. With the combined History, Science, and
Computer Science, there was 46, or 3.63 percent, of students enrolled. There was a total of
1266 students enrolled in some form of data processing curriculum.

'
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Question 6: What is your curriculum offering in data processing?
Table 7. Curriculum Offering.
Response

Number of Responses

Introductory Course Semester
Introductory Course Year
Beginning Programming in BASIC
Semester
Beginning Programming in BASIC
Year
Other
Totals

Percent

12
3

23.53
5.88

26

50.98

7
_3
51

13.73
5.88
100.00

Comments:
This is a summary table showing the curriculum offerings in data processing. Out of
51 yes responses, 12, or 23.53 percent, of the schools offer a Semester Introductory Course
in Data Processing. Three, or 5.88 percent, offer a year Introductory Course. A beginning
Programming Course in Basic for a semester was offered in 26, or 50.98 percent, of the
schools. A beginning Programming Course in Basic for a year was offered in 7, or 13.73
percent, of the schools. Mini courses of data processing were offered in Accounting and
Secretarial classes. Data Processing was also offered in Algebra, Advanced Math, Office
Administration, and Typing II.

*
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Question 7: According to your best estimates, what percentage of students who started
the program have completed your entire data processing offerings?
Table 8. Percentage of Students Who Have Completed Data Processing Offerings.
Percentage of Students

Number of Responses

—

3.92
7.85
—

—

—

2
4

0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100
Totals

Percentage

—

1
1
5
6
32
51

—

1.96
1.96
9.80
11.76
62.75
100.00

Comments:
According to the survey, 32, or 62.75 percent, felt that 91-100 percent of the stu¬
dents completed the entire data processing offerings. Six, or 11.76 percent, of the respon¬
dents felt that 81-90 percent of the students completed the offerings. Five, or 9.80 percent,
felt that 71-80 percent of the students completed the entire data processing offerings.
Table 8 shows that most of the students who started the data processing have completed
the entire data processing offerings.
Question 8: How many years have you offered a data processing class?
Table 9. Years Offered Data Processing Class.
Number of Years
1-2
3-5
6-10
11-15
No Response
Totals

Number of Responses
35
4
5
2
J>
51

Percent
68.63
7.84
9.80
3.93
9.80
100.00
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Comments:
As shown by the above table, 35, or 68.63 percent, of the respondents indicated
that a data processing class had been offered 1-2 years. Four, or 7.84 percent, of the
respondents indicated that data processing had been offered 3-5 years. Five, or 9.80
percent, of the respondents indicated that data processing had been offered 6-10 years.
This was included in a short unit in Accounting. Two, or 3.93 percent, indicated that a
data processing class had been offered 11-15 years. Five, or 9.80 percent, did not answer
this question.
Question 9: Is data processing a required course?
Table 10. Data Processing A Required Course.
Response
Yes
No
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

5
46
51

9.80
90.20
100.00

Comments:
The results obtained for this question show that 5, or 9.80 percent, of the respon¬
dents have data processing as a required course. Data processing is not a required course
according to 46, or 90.20 percent, of the respondents.
Question 10: Do the data processing students receive on-the-job training in local businesses relating to data processing?
Table 11. On-the-job Training.
Response
Yes
No
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

6
45
51

11.76
88.24
100.00
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Comments:
The results obtained from this question indicated that 6, or 11.76 percent, of the stu¬
dents receive on-the-job training. Forty-five, or 88.24 percent, of the students do not
receive on-the-job training. One response was that the businessmen are interested in hiring
students for similar work, but they do not offer high school students on-the-job training.
Question 11: As a data processing instructor, what academic courses did you take to help
qualify you for teaching data processing?
Table 12. Courses to Teach Data Processing.
Response
Math and Science Courses
Computer Courses
Summer Courses and Workshops
Self-Study
No Courses
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

9
10
12
8

17.65
19.62
23.53
15.69
23.53
100.00

n
51

Comments:
The results obtained from this question indicated that 9, or 17.65 percent, of the
respondents had courses in Math and Science. Included in this percentage are two people
with Master’s Degrees in Math and Computer Science. Ten, or 19.62 percent, of the
respondents indicated that they had taken computer courses such as Basic, Fortran and
Introduction to Data Processing. Twelve, or 23.53 percent, of the respondents indicated
that they had gone to Summer School and attended workships on Data Processing and
Computer Science. The classes were not, however, specified as to title. Eight, or 15.69 per¬
cent, of the respondents indicated that they had obtained all of their knowledge from selfstudy. Twelve, or 23.53 percent, of the respondents that were teaching Data Processing
had not taken any courses to help qualify them for teaching data processing.

\
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Question 12: What type of training have you as a data processing instructor received?
TablelS. Type of Training.
Response
In-service training
On-the-job training
No Training
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

22
12

43.14
23.53
33.33
100.00

11
51

Comments:
The results showed that 22, or 43.14 percent, of the teachers had received in-service
training. The results showed that 12, or 23.53 percent, of the teachers had received on-thejob training. This included hands-on training by the Apple, Radio Shack and IBM repre¬
sentatives. Seventeen, or 33.33 percent, of the teachers had no training.
Question 13: What type of equipment are you currently using in your data processing
class?
Table 14. Equipment.
Responses
Radio Shack TRS 80
Apple II
Commodore Pet
Keypunch and related equipment
Other
None
Totals

Number of Responses

Percent

16
15
6
3
9

31.37
29.42
11.76
5.88
17.65
3.92
100.00

J2
51

Comments:
This table shows that 16, or 31.37 percent of the schools surveyed are using Radio
Shack TRS 80. Fifteen, or 29.42 percent, of the schools surveyed are using Apple II.
Six, or 11.76 percent, of the schools surveyed are using Commodore Pet. Keypunch and
related equipment are being used in 3, or 5.88 percent of the schools surveyed. Two, or
3.92 percent, of the schools surveyed offer a course in data processing, but do not have
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any equipment. Nine, or 17.65 percent, of the schools surveyed are using some type of
equipment other than the equipment mentioned above. This equipment included 2 North
Star Disk System, 5 Time Share Systems, 1 Hewlett Packard Time Share System, and 1
Dec/PCPII via modem.
Question 14: What type of funding was used to obtain the equipment you use in your
data processing class?
Table 15. Funding.
Response
Federal Funding
District Funding
Vocational Funding
Title IV Grant
Unsure
None
Totals

Number of Responses
13
25
2
8
1
_2
51

Percent
25.49
49.02
3.92
15.69
1.96
3.92
100.00

Comments:
This table indicated that 13, or 25.49 percent, of the funding used to obtain the
equipment was from Federal funding. The type of Federal funding was not specified in the
13 responses. The District funding made up 25, or 49.02 percent, of the funding for equip¬
ment used in the data processing class. Vocational Grants made up 2, or 3.92 percent, of
the funding for equipment used in the data processing class. Eight, or 15.69 percent, of the
funding was obtained through Title IV Grants. One, or 1.96 percent, of the respondents
was unsure as to how the equipment was funded. Two, or 3.92 percent, of the respondents
said there was no funding because the school has no equipment.
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Question 15: What textbooks are you currently using in the data processing class?
Table 16. Textbooks.
Response

Number of Responses

Percent

7

13.73

2

3.92

5
37
51

9.80
72.55
100.00

Fundamentals of Data Processing
Wanous, Wanous, Wagner, 1971
Southwestern Publishing Company
Introduction to Data Processing
2nd Edition
Robechaud, Muscat, Hall, 1977
Gregg-McGraw Hill Publishing Co.
Introduction to Computers and
Data Processing
Shelly & Cashman, 1980
Anaheim Publishing Company
Other
Totals

Comments:
This table indicated that 37, or 72.55 percent, of the schools are using textbooks
other than the ones mentioned above. The following is a list of the other textbooks that
are being used:
Century 21 Accounting, South-Western Publishing Company
Computer Programming in the BASIC Language by Neil Colder
Computer Programming in the BASIC Language by Jacobs, French, Moulds, and
Schuckman
Materials supplied by IBM
Basic Programming by Michel Boillot and Lester Horn
Radio Shack TRS 80 Manual
Commodore Pet Manual
Appleseed Manual
Level II BASIC by Radio Shack
The Computer an Everyday Machine by Enid Squire
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Programming in BASIC by Golden
Creative Programming Concepts by Gusaas
Self-Made Teaching Manual
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This study was designed to determine to what extent data processing has been imple¬
mented into Montana high school curriculums. This study was conducted in March, 1981.
The areas covered in the questionnaire included the following:
1. Class enrollment
2. Department teaching data processing
3. Curriculum offerings
4. Equipment used
5. Instructor qualifications
To achieve this purpose, questionnaires were sent to 174 instructors of business and
office education at the public secondary education institutions in the State of Montana, of
which 136 replied.
The decade of the ’80s offers business education the challenge of educating thousands
of young people in the use of computers for business-related careers and for personal com¬
puting. The fact that computers have affected the lives of nearly all of us is indisputable.
The advanced development of technology has created an increasing demand for competent
data processing personnel.
Since more and more business education teachers are becoming concerned and inter¬
ested in data processing, it is imperative that Montana’s public high schools work together
to develop data processing and computer literacy.
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The technology of data processing changes constantly and at a rate that far exceeds
most other career areas. Educators must realize that the concept of “careers related to
computers” is fast becoming an important educational consideration as schools come to
recognize their responsibility to prepare students to work in a computerized society.
Conclusions

The following conclusions from this study were based on the literate reviewed and
findings from the returned questionnaires:
1. Implementing a data processing course into Montana high school curriculums is
growing in popularity as evidenced by 22.9% of schools that are planning on
implementing it within the near future.
2. Only 37.50 percent of the responding schools are currently offering a data proces¬
sing course in the high school curriculum.
3. Non-availability of funds was the major reason why data processing is not being
offered in Montana high school curriculums.
4. Of the 85 responding schools that do not offer data processing in their high
school curriculum, 21.18 percent felt that they were not qualified to teach a
course in data processing.
5. Of the 51 responding schools that do offer data processing in their high school
curriculums, 23.53 percent of the teachers received their training from Summer
courses and workshops.
6. Of the 51 responding schools that do offer data processing in their high school
curriculum, 49.02 percent of the equipment was purchased with district funds.
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Recommendations
The writer makes the following recommendations.
1. It is recommended that all Montana public high schools implement a data proces¬
sing class into their curriculum.
2. It is also recommended that all Montana high school students be required to take
a course in data processing in either their Junior or Senior year of high school.
3. It is also recommended that all Montana secondary school instructors be required
to become computer literate within the next 2-4 years.
4. It is also recommended that all Montana secondary schools offer some type of inservice training for all teachers in order to familiarize the teachers with the data
processing and computer programming field. This could be put on by the local
venders.
5. It is also recommended that all Montana secondary schools offer some type of
open house for all parents and members of the community in order to familiar¬
ize them with the new technology and to show how crucial this technology is
becoming for all educators and students.
6. It is recommended that with the rapid pace of development a survey of this type
be done every two years in order to see what type of advancement Montana
public high schools are making.
7. It is further recommended that Montana public secondary schools consider offer¬
ing advanced sections of data processing, including computer programming.
8. It is recommended that all teacher education programs include appropriate
coursework so that teachers entering the field are prepared to teach data process¬
ing including the use of microcomputers.
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March 19, 1981

Dear Business & Office Education Personnel
With the increased demand for qualified data processing personnel, I am conducting a
survey of all public secondary schools in Montana to determine the extent to which data
processing is being offered in Montana public high schools.
This survey is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Daniel Hertz, School of Busi¬
ness, Montana State University. The survey will be used in partial fulfillment of my Master
of Science Degree in Business Education.
If you are not the individual responsible for data processing in your school, please deliver
this questionnaire to the appropriate person. Ask them to complete the questionnaire and
return it in the enclosed stamped envelope by April 27, 1981. Your assistance in this study
is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dixie L. Dill
Business Department
Enclosures: Questionnaire
Self-addressed stamped envelope
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Purpose Statement
This questionnaire will be used to determine to what extent data processing has been
implemented into Montana high school curriculums.
Directions
Please place a check mark ( ) on the appropriate line and answer the appropriate
questions which apply to your school.
1. Is data processing presently offered in your high school?
Yes

No

2. If your answer to Question No. 1, was no, why isn’t data processing presently offered
in your high school?
A. Non-availability of funds
B.

No qualified teachers available to teach data processing in the school

C.

Lack of administrative support and interest

D. Lack of community interest and support
E.

Lack of student interest

F.

Other
(please specify)

3. If you do not have a data processing program are you planning to include data pro¬
cessing in your course offerings in the near future?
Yes,

When

No

IF YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION NO. 1 WAS NO, PLEASE STOP HERE AND RE¬
TURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
4. Which department in your school teaches data processing?
Business

Math

Other
(please specify)

5. How many students are currently enrolled in data processing?
Business

Math

Other
(please specify)
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6.

What is your curriculum offering in data processing?

Introductory course

Semester or

year

Beginning Programming in BASIC

Semester or

year

Other
(please specify)
7. According to your best estimate, what percentage of students who started the pro¬
gram have completed your entire data processing offerings?
0-10
51-60

11-10

61-70

21-30

71-80

31-40
81-90

41-50
91-100

8. How many years have you offered a data processing class?
9. Is data processing a required course?

Yes

No

10. Do the data processing students receive on-the-job training in local businesses related
to data processing?
Yes
No
11. As a data processing instructor, what academic courses did you take to help qualify
you for teaching data processing?

12. Have you as a data processing instructor received
In-service training

On-the-job training

No training

13. What type of equipment are you currently using in your data processing class?
Radio Shack TRS 80
Keypunch and related equipment

Apple II
Wang

Commodore Pet
Other
(please specify)

14. What type of funding was used to obtain the equipment you use in your data process¬
ing class?

15.

What textbooks are you currently using in the data processing

Fundamentals of Data Processing
Wanous, Wanous, Wagner, 1971
Southwestern Publishing Company
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Introduction to Data Processing, 2nd Edition
Robechaud, Muscat, Hall, 1977
Gregg-McGraw Hill Publishing Company
Introduction to Computers and Data Processing
Shelly & Cashman, 1980
Anaheim Publishing Company
Other (please specify)
16. Comments

Questionnaire No

; (For Follow-Up Purposes Only)

